Dordogne and Correze (French Regional Guides)

Situated within the valley of the Dordogne
river this region incorporates the lakes and
gorges of the Correze hills and the
vineyards of Bergerac. Dordogne itself
presents an unhurried landscape that is
home to some of Frances finest dishes
including fresh country soups, rich pates,
duck and goose as well as freshwater fish.
Each of the Eperons French regional guides
describes the region, its particular
attractions and atmosphere, its food and
wine, its history, major towns and cities
and most important sites. It also includes a
comprehensive gazeteer covering the towns
and villages in the region, with information
on what to see, which hotels and
restaurants to visit, as well as information
on market days and annual festivals. The
author is a journalist, travel and wine writer
who has written guides to France, Italy and
Greece and appeared regularly on
television. In 1974 he won the annual
French award for travel writing.

The Green Guide to Dordogne-Berry-Limousin covers two regions in one volume: Michelin FRANCE: Correze,
Dordogne Map 329 (Maps/Local (Michelin)). +.Correze is the most southern department of the Limousin region of
France, with the Dordogne to the west and the Auvergne to the east, and with the town ofWelcome to the property
search page for the Correze department of France. The Correze is one of three departments located in the Limousin, a
central region of the Haute Vienne (87), Creuse (23) and Correze (19) whose department capitals are Limoges,
Dordogne Region of France: A Brief Guide.Our favourite places to visit in the Correze department of Limousin. See
guide you can explore the attractive old town and walk along the Dordogne river with an interesting historic centre
built in the famous red sandstone of the region.Dordogne and Southwest France (Eyewitness Travel Guides) [DK
Publishing] on . Michelin FRANCE: Correze, Dordogne Map 329 (Maps/Local . Like most DK Traveler Guides, this
one on the Bordeaux region of France isThe Dordogne, Lot & Bordeaux, 6th (Country & Regional Guides - Cadogan)
[Dana Facaros, Michelin FRANCE: Correze, Dordogne Map 329 (Maps/LocalMichelin FRANCE: Correze, Dordogne
Map 329 (Maps/Local (Michelin)) DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Dordogne, Bordeaux & the Southwest Coast
Michelin Regional Maps: France: Loire Valley Map 517 (Michelin Regional France).Visit the Dordogne Valley region
around Argentat and Beaulieu-sur-Dordogne. Dordogne Valley visit the beautiful Dordogne valley in France of the
river that falls within the Correze department, heading upstream along the Dordogne riverBuy Dordogne and Correze
(French Regional Guides) by Arthur Eperon (ISBN: 9780330317382) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices
and freeThe MICHELIN Correze, Dordogne local map, scale 1/150,000 is the ideal companion to fully explore these
popular French areas and provides star-rated
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